
SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Choose a 4”x4” embroidery design. 

Hoop up the front fleece material with

some cut-away stabiliser and embroidery

your design onto it.

Embroidery
Design

2. Place the right side of the front side fleece to the

front of the blanket. Stitch a line starting at the top

but finish 1/4” before you meet the bottom of the 

front fabric edge.

Stopping just short
of the edge

Repeat - Stop
stitching just before
the edge

3. Fold the first side fleece of fabric up where you’ve

left the gap of stitching. Now attach the next colour

of fleece to that edge, stitching until you are 1/4” away

from the corner.

Finish this
stitching edge

4. Turn this upside down and now finish the stitching

line on the first side fleece with the second side fleece.

5. Repeat step 3 attaching the third colour of fleece.

Finish this
stitching edge

6. Repeat step 4 stitching the next side of fleece 

together.



7. Once you get to the fourth fleece side, repeat steps 3

but you can now stitch all the way to the edge.

Finish this
stitching edge

8. Repeat steps 4 by turning over and stitch closed

this last fleece side edge.

9. Get the Fleece colours tabs and fold them over. 

Stitch two lines down each side. Then fold them inside

out to create your finished tab. Repeat for all of your

tabs (except for the teething ring tabs).

10. If you plan on including two teething rings into your

blanket then cut out 2 x fleece. Place them together

with the rights sides facing. Stitch down both sides.

Now turn these inside out.

11. We are going to fold these two tabs over the two

teething rings as shown. 

12. Now place the tabs down onto the edge of your

security blanket front. Make sure that the rough

edge meets the rough edge of the material.



7. Now place the right sides of the fleece back to the

right side of the security blanket front.

7. Now stitch 1/4 around the edge of the blanket 

leaving a 10cm gap on one of the edges, as shown.

Trim any excess tabs and cut the edges of the corners.

GAP

7. Pull the blanket inside out, through the gap. You can

now hand stitch the gap closed, or run a stitch line

around the outside of the blanket close to the edge.

Iron all the edges flat. You have now completed

your baby security blanket.

BABY SECURITY BLANKET
SEWING PATTERN
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